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Azure Network Assessment Solution by Westcon

Westcon, a leading provider of technology solutions, offers a 
comprehensive Azure Network Assessment Solution aimed at 
empowering organizations to optimize their network 
infrastructure hosted on Microsoft Azure.

This solution leverages Westcon's expertise in cloud technologies 
and Azure services to deliver a tailored assessment that enables 
businesses to enhance performance, security, and scalability of 
their Azure network environment.



1. Discovery and Assessment Tools: Westcon utilizes advanced discovery and assessment tools to gather comprehensive 
data about the existing Azure network infrastructure. These tools analyze network configurations, traffic patterns, security 
policies, and performance metrics to provide a holistic view of the network environment.

2. Performance Analysis: The solution includes performance analysis capabilities to evaluate network latency, bandwidth 
utilization, and throughput. By identifying bottlenecks and latency issues, organizations can fine-tune their Azure 
network for optimal performance and user experience.

3. Security Assessment: Westcon conducts a thorough security assessment to evaluate the effectiveness of existing 
security measures and identify potential vulnerabilities. This includes reviewing network access controls, encryption 
protocols, firewall configurations, and compliance with industry standards and best practices.

4. Scalability Evaluation: Scalability is a critical aspect of any cloud network infrastructure. Westcon assesses the scalability 
of the Azure network architecture to ensure it can accommodate future growth and workload demands. This involves 
analyzing resource utilization, capacity planning, and scalability options such as auto-scaling and load balancing.

5. Recommendations and Best Practices: Based on the assessment findings, Westcon provides actionable 
recommendations and best practices to optimize the Azure network environment. These recommendations may include 
configuration adjustments, security enhancements, performance tuning, and scalability improvements tailored to the 
specific needs of the organization.

6. Cost Optimization: In addition to performance and security improvements, Westcon helps organizations optimize costs 
associated with their Azure network infrastructure. This involves identifying opportunities for resource consolidation, 
utilization optimization, and adopting cost-effective networking solutions.

Key Components:
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